MJR&L is one of the leading Civil Rights Journals in the Country.

Apply To
MJR&L

Civil Rights Scholarship
With Real World Impact

MJR&L publishes a wide range of articles. Past issues have dealt with:
- Impact of the Patriot Act on Muslim-Americans
- An Inside look at the ACLU’s Campaign Against Prop 2
- Convicting Bobby Frank Cherry for the Birmingham Church Bombing of 1963
- Constitutional Reform After the Rwandan Genocide

MJR&L publishes work from leading scholars, including:
- Amy Wax, University of Pennsylvania Law School
- Richard Delgado, University of Pittsburgh Law School
- Kimberlé W. Crenshaw, UCLA Law School
- Guy-Uriel E. Charles, Co-Dean University of Minnesota Law School

Join MJR&L as an Associate Editor
- Information forms due Wednesday April 18 at 5pm in the Publications Office
- QUESTIONS?
  EMAIL CHIOMA CNWACHUK@UMICH.EDU OR ERIC CERICD@UMICH.EDU

MJR&L AE’s Are Leaders
Join MJR&L and Help Shape Our Film and Speaker Series

Global Fight Against HIV/AIDS Simulation
MJR&L’s Fall 2007 Simulation will bring the deep interdependencies of the fight against HIV/AIDS into focus by trying to understand how current laws and policy are driving public health outcomes. The simulation will also seek to understand how other nations have sought to address the challenges facing groups who are not considered high risk, and what lessons can be taken from those international approaches. Come join us as we engage leading policymakers, activists, and political leaders involved in this global fight.
MJR&L Application Instructions

What are the expectations for AE’s?

AE’s will have cite checking and source gathering assignments each semester. However, given MJR&L broad mission and lean publishing schedule, these assignments will not occupy AE’s every week. AE’s can expect two waves of source gathering and cite checking per semester. AE’s also participate in one of the Journal’s committees (Film, Speakers/Symposium, Simulation, Articles Selection). Committees will provide opportunities for AE’s to help plan and execute events.

What should you submit as a writing sample?

You may submit either your Legal Practice Brief or your Law Review writing competition note.

Who can apply?

All 2006 Fall and Summer Starters

When will I hear from MJR&L?

Mid-July

How are AE’s selected?

MJR&L’s selection process relies heavily on the statement of interest (weighted 60%). The writing sample (weighted 30%) and the additional statement (weighted 10%) will also be considered. Each application will be anonymous and will be read by multiple Ed Board Members. Please take some time and tell us why you want to be a part of MJR&L.

How often do we publish?

MJR&L publishes two volumes a year, one per semester. Past volumes have ranged in size. Our smallest issue had five articles, with more recent volumes having as many as eleven articles.

Step 1: Check pendaflex for application materials (first week of April).

Step 2: Get a ticket at [https://sitemaker.umich.edu/mlr_admissions](https://sitemaker.umich.edu/mlr_admissions). (Tickets available 4/9 at noon through 4/13 at noon).

Step 3: Deliver contact information form to the Publication Office by Wednesday, April 18th at 5pm.

Step 4: Mail application materials by May 14.